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Introduction
Color perception is not universal and, for the people
who do have color vision, it still may vary. As many as
8% of men have an inherited deficiency in color perception and a small fraction of women (less than 1%) have
the ability to see an unusually wide variety of colors
(Gegenfurtner & Sharpe, 1999). This variation is often
due to differences in the anatomy of the human eye (e.g.
photoreceptor deficiencies) but some of it is due to how
the brain processes color. Some people even experience
specific, vivid colors when viewing particular printed
letters, regardless of the text’s color. These people have
one form of an unusual condition called synesthesia.
Brain scientists believe that these strange experiences
are due to “crossed wires” in the brain that activate
color detecting parts of the brain whenever specific
letters or numbers are viewed (Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001). Although unusual, synesthesia is not rare
and may affect as many as 1 in 200 people (Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001). Few of these people (called
synesthetes), however, realize that their experiences are
atypical, but some know that they are unusually particular about color choices and select font colors that
“fit” the characters and symbols in their creative works
(unpublished observations). For example, one of our
student synesthetes printed his resume using only dark
green and brown text because, according to him, these
colors “matched” his two initials which appeared in bold
capitalized text at the top of the document.

Our aim is to draw attention to this fascinating phenomenon and determine if synesthesia shapes the
perception of text, or if it is an intermittent experience
that can be “tuned out” when, for example, the demands of a printing project contradict a synesthete’s
perception of congruence. We believe that our findings
shed light on a little-known phenomenon that may be
affecting the subjective nature of design and experience.

Testing Color Vision
The human eye contains two kinds of light-sensitive cells
that convert light to a neural message that the brain can
process. Rods are cells that operate in low light conditions and provide no color information; cones function
when light is abundant and create the foundation for
color vision. Color perception, therefore, starts with the
cones in our eyes which respond best to short (usually
seen as blue), medium (usually seen as green or orange),
and long-wavelength (usually seen as red) light. Fewer
than five percent of people have atypical color vision
due to non-functioning cones and, at least in the United
States, these people are often diagnosed as children
during routine eye exams. Other differences in color
perception are more difficult to identify. Although most
people see color using the same three cones, the cortical (or brain-based) part of color perception is equally
important. Cortical processing, like image processing
software, may compromise or enhance color vision in
ways that are more difficult to detect.
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The Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test (100 Hue Test,
X-Rite, Grand Rapids MI) uses color-sorting to measure
color discrimination ability (Figure 1). The test can, of
course, diagnose typical forms of color blindness, but
it can also be used to monitor slow changes in color
perception caused by eye diseases. The test consists
of four trays of 85 sortable colored caps that span the
visible spectrum and the objective is to arrange the caps
into a spectrum of hues that varies progressively from
one color to the next. Interested readers can explore
a publicly available version of the task by Daniel Flück
(www.color-blindness.com). This computer-based test is
automatically administered and scored but is otherwise
like the original. Instead of manually sorting disks on a
table, participants use a computer mouse to sort colored
tiles displayed on a monitor (Figure 1).

Figure 1: (Above) The Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue
Test (100 Hue Test, X-Rite, Grand Rapids MI) uses colorsorting to measure color discrimination ability. (Below)
The participants use a computer mouse to sort colored
tiles displayed on a monitor This computer-based test is
automatically administered and scored but is otherwise like
the original.

Synesthesia
Synesthesia is a perceptual phenomenon in which stimuli
in one sensory modality evoke experiences in another.
For example, some people experience specific colors
when they hear specific notes played on a piano; others
associate tastes with shapes. Grapheme-color synesthesia may be the most common and easiest to objectively
verify and, like color blindness, is often heritable (Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001).
When an individual has grapheme-color synesthesia,
they experience color when viewing certain, but not
necessarily all, graphemes (letters, numbers, or other
printed symbols) even when they are printed in black on
white paper. For example, if a grapheme-color synesthete is shown the letter “A” they may experience a
red glow, or photism, around the letter but fully realize
that the color they “see” is in their mind, not on the
paper. Synesthesia has been recognized for more than a
century (Galton, 1880), but only recently have scientists
been able to validate these experiences by showing synesthetes perform exceptionally well on tasks that involve
visually searching for specific letters that “pop-out in
color” when printed in black and white (Ramachandran
& Hubbard, 2001). For example, finding a letter “F” in a
sheet full of “Es” is difficult for most people, but if a synesthete associates “F” with red and “E” with green, the
task is as easy as spotting the only ripe apple in a tree.
Eagleman, Kagan, Nelson and Sarma (2007) have demonstrated that the strength of synesthetic experiences
can be measured with computerized tests that repeatedly present participants with graphemes while asking
them to choose the associated color from an enormous
array of hues. The strength of the synesthetic association
is quantified from the consistency in color choices across
multiple presentations (Figure 2). Synesthetes find such
tasks easy and are reliable in the way they match specific
letters with specific colors; non-synesthetes find these
tasks impossible.

Figure 1. The cap-sorting (top) and the computer-based
version (bottom) of the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test.

One proposed reason as to why synesthetes see colors
when looking at graphemes might be that stray neural connections are linking and accidentally activating
neighboring brain regions (Ramachandran & Hubbard,
2001). Two brain regions believed to play a role in synesthesia are the V4 color center (so called because it is
the fourth in a group of visual processing areas) and the
nearby posterior temporal grapheme area (PTGA), which
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is active when people view numbers and text. Neurons in the V4 color center are commonly activated in
response to color but stray connections from the PTGA
might reach V4 and trigger the sensation of color when
colorless letters are viewed (Nunn, Gregory, Brammer,
Williams, Parslow, Morgan & Gray, 2002).
Currently, researchers and vision scientists still do not
know if this miswiring offers synesthetes an advantage
or disadvantage. Bannissy et al. (2009) found that, when
graphemes were not involved, synesthetes demonstrated enhanced color discrimination abilities as measured
by the Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test. The researchers used the cap-sorting task in the typical fashion and
found that grapheme-color synesthetes have unusually
good color discrimination skills, perhaps as a result of
having more brain regions involved in color processing.
Although synesthesia might improve color discrimination when graphemes are not involved, it might create
a disadvantage when synesthetes must sort or arrange
colored text. Smilek, Dixon, Cudahy, and Merikle (2001)
showed how synesthesia can lead to confusion in some
specific situations. They instructed synesthetes to find
specific characters, or “targets,” presented against
backgrounds that were either congruent or incongruent with the color of the target’s photism. They found
that, for example, if a synesthete experienced the digit
“5” as red, it was easy for them to spot it among other
digits that evoked the experience of green, provided the
digits were displayed on a white background. However,
they also found that the same task was difficult when the
digits were presented on a background that was congruent with the color of the target’s photism; the same red
photism that made the digit “pop out” on a white background could camouflage it on a red background.

synesthete’s ability to discriminate or match colors. This
effect could have tremendous implications each time a
synesthetic designer choses a font color for either print
or video display. The current study combined themes
from the previously mentioned research and examined
grapheme-color synesthetes’ performances on color hue
sorting tests that used graphemes chosen to minimize
and maximize the odds of color confusion.
Our first task was to develop a computerized Grapheme
Hue Test so our participants would be able to sort colored “A”s and “B”s or “4”s and “5”s instead of colored
disks (as in the original 100 Hue Test) or colored square
tiles (as in the computer-based version of the 100 Hue
Test). If the synesthetes had great difficulty sorting, for
example, an array of “A”s that were displayed in shades
of green, it could be because the actual printed colors
don’t match the color of the letter’s associated photism.
If a particular grapheme was among those that did not
generate a specific colored photism, we would expect
the synesthete to have no difficulty in sorting colored
letters. Such findings would support the theory that
synesthesia can affect color perception and discrimination skills when the affected individual is manipulating
colored graphemes. We predicted that synesthetes
would commit more errors and require more time when
sorting colored graphemes that generate photisms than
when sorting colored graphemes that do not.

Purpose of the Study
Color-grapheme synesthetes are good at color sorting tasks, but certain graphemes might confuse their
perceptual abilities in specific situations. The purpose
of this study was to determine if photisms can affect a
synesthete’s performance on a color discrimination task
when it involves sorting colored graphemes, rather than
caps or blocks. Synesthesia may give graphic designers
better color discrimination skills when they are sorting and arranging non-grapheme objects, however,
graphemes might evoke photisms that can confuse a

Figure 2: Screenshot from the Synesthesia Battery
(Eagleman et al., 2007).
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Figure 3: Grapheme Hue Test modelled on the computerbased Farnsworth-Munsell Color Hue Test.

Method
Participants
This study was conducted with the approval of the
Institutional Review Board. Candidate synesthetes were
recruited from a population of undergraduates and classified using the system developed by Eagleman et al.
(2007) through the Synesthesia Battery that is publicly
available at www.synesthete.org (Figure 2). Six confirmed synesthetes performed the full battery of tests
and received $25 gift cards for their time.
Procedures
We used Adobe Illustrator (Adobe Systems, San Jose
CA) to create the Grapheme Hue Test which generated
grapheme arrays in colors that matched those used in
the computer-based 100 Hue Test (Figure 3). We also
made our test shorter than the original by increasing the
step increments and employing 36 sortable elements,
rather than 85. Finally, we validated our test by administering it to eight participants who had also taken the
computer-based 100 Hue Test. Participant scores on the
original 100 Hue test were highly correlated with scores
on our Grapheme Hue Test, r(6) = .97, p < 0.01.
Figure 3 shows one unsorted set of graphemes in the
Grapheme Hue Test. The synesthetes had four grapheme sets to sort; first, they sorted two scrambled sets of
graphemes for which they had no photisms, these were
control trials, and then two for which they did, these
were photism trials.
To score performance on the Grapheme Hue Tests, we
assigned each grapheme a number (not visible to the
participant) that represented where it should fall in a
perfectly sorted array. We then calculated a deviation

Figure 4: Mean deviation scores for participants in each
phase of the grapheme sorting task. A one-way ANOVA
demonstrated no significant difference across conditions,
F(3, 20) = .38, p > 0.05.

scores for each trial per the methods described by Bannissy et al. (2009). Lower scores indicated fewer errors
and a score of 0 indicated that all graphemes had been
perfectly sorted. We recorded times and deviation
scores for each trial.

Results
We hypothesized that synesthesia could create confusion in a color sorting task and that synesthetes would
have higher deviation scores in the photism trials than
the control trials. A one-way ANOVA demonstrated no
significant differences in mean deviation scores across
the four trials, F(3,20)=.38, p >.05 (Figure 4).

Figure 5: Mean time required for participants to complete
each phase of the grapheme sorting tasks. Although a
one-way ANOVA demonstrated a significant difference
across the four conditions, F(3, 20) = 4.00, p < 0.05, a posthoc Tukey test showed no significant differences among
Control 2 and the Photism 1 and Photism 2 conditions (HSD
= 161.29 sec).
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We also hypothesized that synesthetes would require
more time to sort colors in the photism condition than
they would for the control condition. This hypothesis
could not be supported. A one-way ANOVA revealed
a significant difference among the four conditions
F(3,20)=4.00, p<.05, but a post hoc Tukey test revealed
that the difference was only between the first control
condition and each of the remaining three. This result
was contrary to our expectations and most likely shows
a practice effect; participants struggled a bit while
learning the task during the first trial, but improved on
subsequent trials (Figure 5). Switching the participants
from the control to the photism trials did not lead to a
sudden decrease in performance.

Discussion
We developed a grapheme sorting task that effectively
tested color discrimination ability but, contrary to our
expectations, synesthetes did not differ in their ability to
sort photism and non-photism graphemes. The results
of this study suggest that synesthetes quickly adapt
to their photisms or that they can ignore them when
necessary. Although we cannot conclude that synesthesia has no effect on one’s ability to sort or discriminate
printed graphemes, these effects are probably small
and certainly would not preclude one from a career in
graphic design. When one synesthete in this study was
asked if our sorting tasks were difficult, he replied that
he could “eventually ignore the shape of the letters and
only focus on the colors.” Almost all of our participants
reported a similar ability. Although synesthetes perceive
photisms and associate specific graphemes with specific
colors, our data give us no reason to suspect that synesthesia significantly compromises color discrimination
skills.
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Glossary of Terms
Cortical — involving or resulting from the action or
condition of the cerebral cortex— that part of the brain
that functions chiefly in the coordination of sensory and
motor information.
Grapheme — a unit within a writing system–such as letters and numbers.
Grapheme-color Synesthesia — a person with grapheme-color synesthesia will associate colors with letters
and numbers involuntarily. For example, when shown the
letter “A” they may sense red.
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Synesthesia — a neurological phenomenon in which
stimulation of one sensory or cognitive pathway leads to
automatic, involuntary experiences in a second sensory
or cognitive pathway. For example, it can involve associations between letters, shapes, colors, tastes, smells,
etc. People who experience these crossover associations
are known as synesthetes.
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